


















What is Ethernet? 
First LAN designed at Xerox "PARC" (1972)

2.94 Mbps 75 Ohm Coaxial cable
A Bus Topology used share expensive laser printers

    File sharing followed later
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Ethernet

“the ether” the air, when it is thought of as the place in 
which radio or electronic communication takes place, 

OED.



What is Ethernet? 

Ethernet v2 - Blue Book
First published 1980, updated 1982
Digital, Intel, Xerox (DI
10 Mbps Speed
50 Ohm Coaxial cable

  An Open Standard

The invention of Ethernet as an open, 
non-proprietary, industry-standard 
local network was perhaps even more 
significant than the invention of 
Ethernet technology itself. 



LAN Topologies 
Single Link

Bus
Shared Cable 
(e.g. Coaxial Cable: 10B2, 10B5)

Star
Connection to a Hub
(e.g. Twisted Pair Cable: 10BT)

Tree
Connected Hubs/Switches
… network of routers ….
(Variety of media: 10B2,10B5, 10BT, 10BF)

System

Point-to-Point link 

Bus

Star

System

Tree

System System System

node

System System System



What is Ethernet? 

IEEE 802.3 
Two original variants: Thick Ethernet and Thin Ethernet at 10 Mbps
Speeds now available:

100 Mbps (Fast Ethernet)
1000 Mbps (1 Gbps)
10000 Mbps (10 Gbps)
40 Gbps, 100 Gbps, …

Ethernet Standardised by IEEE in 1983:
  IEEE 802 Committees

802.1
Arch.

802.3
CSMA/

CD 
LAN

802.4
Token
Bus

802.5
Token
Ring

802.6
DQDB
MAN

802.2
Logical

Link
Control

802.7
Broad-
band

802.8
Fibre



10B5 Ethernet Media
!Yellow PVC Outer Coating (0.5")

Dielectric Insulation
50 Ohm

Copper
Conductor

Braided Outer Conductor

High performance co-axial cable
Segment length ≤ 500m
Good noise immunity
N-Type connector at each end

1024 NICs attached to a single cable segment



Wiring Closet

Ethernet 10B5 Cable Segment

§
10B5 Coaxial Bus

50 Ohm terminator
(one end earthed)

AUI twisted pair cable

Transceiver

Computer & NIC

Hub/Repeater
Bridge/Switch

Typical Use of 10B5 within an Office (max 500m segment)

Cable usually installed as a trunk running down corridor



Ethernet Network Interface Card (NIC)

Originally a card inserted in a PC or computer

Transmission and reception using the media

Input (receive) and Output (transmit) queues

NIC

Computer

A queue of frames for transmission
- Sender completes a Tx descriptor in the queue 

(location of data in memory, length of data, etc) 
- Sender writes a register in the NIC to ask for this to be sent
- NIC then performs a DMA of the data, serialises data 

and adds information needed to transmit a frame on the cable

A queue to hold received frames
- The NIC processes a frame received on the cable
- The frame is stored internally and a Rx descriptor is created
- The data in valid frames is DMA’ed to computer memory 
- The receiver is interrupted to say that frames have been received

AUI
port



10B5 (Thick Ethernet Transceiver)

50 ohm
terminator

Attachment Unit Interface
(AUI) Drop Cable

0 - 50 m

Host AUI Port

N-type Connectors

In-Line
Transceiver

15 pin AUI
D-Connector

Host AUI Port

Vampire
Transceiver

Vampire Cable Tap

Two types of transceiver are supported:
In-Line (N-type screw connector as cable installed)
Vampire transceiver (insulation displacement after cable installed)

AUI Port on NIC AUI Port on NIC



10B5 (Thick Ethernet Vampire Transceiver)

2-Part Block
Holds Cable

Insulated
Spike Pierces 
Centre Core

Shorter Spikes
Cut into Outer 
Conductor

Cable

Transceiver Block

MAU

Bolt to Tighten Block

Thick Wire
(Yellow)

Ethernet Cable

Medium Attachment Unit (MAU)

Cable drilled; transceiver block tightened around the cable
This connects spikes to outer and inner cable conductors
Transceiver electronics (MAU) bolted to the transceiver block



Ethernet Success Story

Simple low cost LAN (compared to computers)

Familiarity to customers !!!

Wired networks are still the most common media

Has become an standard for Internet LANs



The Origins of the Ethernet LAN

10B2 Coaxial Cables

Module 1.2



10B2 (Thin Ethernet)
!White, Grey or Black  PVC Outer Coating 

Copper
Conductor

Dielectric 
Insulation
50 Ohm

Braided Outer 
Conductor

Low cost co-axial cable (RG58u)
Segment length 0.5m ≤ 185 m
Flexible, easy installation

30 NICs allowed using one segment

NICs with In-built or external transceiver



10B2 (Thin Ethernet)

BNC connector and “T” joiner
BNC 50 Ohm Terminator

NICs with In-built or external transceiver

Flexible lengths of cable with BNC plugs

BNC connector at each end of cable

“T” joiner connects the NIC to two cables



Wiring Closet

Ethernet 10B2 Cable Segment

§
10B2 Coaxial Bus

50 Ohm terminator

AUI twisted pair cable

T-Joiner & Transceiver

Computer & NIC

Hub/Repeater
Bridge/Switch

Typical Use of 10B2 within an Office (max 185m segment)
Maximum of 30 computers on a single segment

Often cable connected device to device, rather than pre-installed



10B2 (BNC Connector)
Easy to install

Plug “T” into NIC and connect cable!

Easy to extend....
... difficult to manage (unstructured)!

X

X Must form one bus: 
No loops 
No stubs between “T” and NIC

Unplug the BNC connector
add another "T" and a new cable
and connect another NIC

I

II

III

IV



Ethernet Success Story

Ethernet already familiar with customers

10B2 made the network even more Cost-Effective

Very Easy to Install

Simple BNC twist connector 

Great for unstructured networks that can evolve

A larger LAN can use Repeaters

Check the web pages and notes for 10B2 and 10B5!
Coaxial cable Ethernet is now only used in special networks.



Ethernet Frames
Addressing

A shared physical medium
Medium access control

Sending frames
Frame reception

Multicast and Broadcast

CRCpreamble

8 bytes 4 bytes

packet of data to be sent

46 -1500 bytes

destination 
address

source
address type

14 bytes

Link Layer

Module 2



Ethernet Frames:
Addressing

Link Layer
FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF

Module 2.1



Ethernet Frames
Protocol Data Unit, PDU (Internet Packets from upper layers)

CRCpreamble

8 bytes 4 bytes

packet of data to be sent

46 -1500 bytes

destination 
address

source
address type

14 bytes

packet of data to be sent

46 -1500 bytes

e.g. 
a 46 byte packet is carried in a 72 byte frame
a 1200 byte PDU is carried in a 1226 byte frame. 

Encapsulated by Ethernet Frames to cross LAN (lower layers)
Adds 26 bytes of overhead to each PDU



Ethernet MAC Address 

A MAC Address is a 48-bit number

Usually represented as 6 pairs of hexadecimal digits

One hex digit corresponds to a value 0-15 (0x0 to 0xF)

For ease of reading we separate each byte* by a colon.

We divide the 48-bit address into two parts:

First 3 bytes: the organisationally unique identifier (OUI) - orange

Second 3 bytes: the manufacturer-assigned address - yellow.

* In some documents an 8-bit byte is referred to as an octet.

08:00:20:00:00:01 



Ethernet MAC Address 

Each Network Interface Card (NIC) has a unique MAC Address

Held in a manufacturer-configured PROM

Addresses are globally unique

A MAC Vendor Code (OUI) + Number

About 1% of OUIs have been used

IEEE sells these blocks of addresses to manufacturers

Each block has 256 cubed addresses

That is 16 Million!!

08:00:20:00:00:01 



MAC Vendor Codes (OUIs)

08:00:20:00:00:01 

080002  3Com (Formerly Bridge) 
080003  ACC (Advanced Computer Communications) 
080005  Symbolics       Symbolics LISP machines 
080008  BBN 
080009  Hewlett-Packard 
08000A  Nestar Systems 
08000B  Unisys 
080011  Tektronix, Inc. 
080014  Excelan BBN Butterfly, Masscomp, Silicon Graphics 
080017  NSC 
08001A  Data General 
08001B  Data General 
08001E  Apollo 
080020  Sun             Sun machines 
080022  NBI 
080025  CDC 
080026  Norsk Data (Nord)

The first 3B of address indicates the assigned manufacturer



Shared Access to Ethernet Medium 

Sender Intended Recipient

Shared medium delivers all frames to all computers

Each computer discards frames intended for other computers

We can use the destination address to perform unicast communication,
where frames are only received by a specific destination computer



Using the Destination MAC address

A D BC

Source: A 
Destination: B

A sends a frame to B
which is broadcast to 
all stations

All stations receive
the frame, but discard
the frame if the destination
address does not match
the local address

The destination station
receives the frame and
forwards it to host B

This assume a sender knows the value of the MAC address in the 
remote NIC’s PROM (we’ll find out how it does this later!) 



CRCpreamble

8 bytes 4 bytes

Ethernet Frame Structure

packet of data to be sent

46 -1500 bytes

destination 
address

source
address type

14 bytes

first bit = 0 indicates point to point
first bit = 1 indicates broadcast or multicast

LAN address of intended recipient

48 bits, expressed as 12 hexadecimal digits 
e.g., 12:34:56:78:9A:BC

A theoretical 200,000,000,000 addresses
Actually 70,000,000,000... (2 bits are used)

20,000 MAC addresses for each person on the planet!



Special MAC Addresses

The all 1’s Address is used to send to all NICs
Known as the broadcast destination address
Only ever used as destination address

FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF

The all 0’s Address is special
Known as the unknown address
Only ever used as source address

00:00:00:00:00:00



Use of Broadcast Frames by IPv4 ARP

A sender using the IPv4 Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
sends an ARP request to discover the MAC address of the interface 
(NIC) with which it wishes to communicate. 

The ARP request therefore is sent as a broadcast frame.
This request is received by all systems on the same Ethernet LAN.

In contrast, the interface (NIC) responding to an ARP request
already knows the address of the system sending the ARP request.

The ARP reply is sent in a unicast frame directed to the querier.
Only the querier receives this requested response. 

FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF



Sending to multiple recipients: Multicast on Ethernet
Server

Client
(destination

address matches)

1 Receiver

Server

Client
(registered)

Client
(registered)

Client
(registered)

Not
Registered

3 Multicast 
Receivers

TV/Radio/etc Transmission (can often have several receivers)

Also used by some protocols to deliver to multiple computers



IPv4 Group MAC Addresses

Groups addresses 
Have the least significant bit of the first byte to 1
The remainder of the address carries the specific group address
Last 23 bits of the IP group destination address, e.g., 224.0.0.1

01:00:5E:00:00:01

NICs need to register to receive from a group
A computer may register none or more group addresses

  e.g. a multicast DNS client registers IP address 251.0.0.224 
This registers for the MAC address of 01:00:5E:00:00:FB

The NIC passes all frames that match a registered group address

Group addresses identify channels not Receivers
Sender chooses a group address to use
e.g. one channel may carry a specific Internet TV station

  another channel might be used to advertise DNS in a LAN

* IPv4 Address mapping

* 



IPv6 Group MAC Addresses

Groups addresses 
Have the least significant bit of the first byte to 1
The remainder of the address carries the specific group address
copied from the last 32-bits of the IPv6 group destination address.

33:33:xx:xx:xx:xx

Some Layer 2 protocols also use multicast: 
e.g. the Spanning Tree uses address 01-80-C2-00-00-00 to send 
control frames to the next adjacent Ethernet Switch. 
The sender doesn’t know the MAC address used by a switch,
but does not want its frames to be received by other NICs.

IPv6 doesn’t use broadcast packets at all
Instead it uses multicast to send packets to groups of receivers



Addressing Summary
All NICs have a MAC Address

Provides a handy income stream to the IEEE :-)

All NICs receive every frame with:

a broadcast MAC destination address ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff

a destination address that matches its MAC address

a destination address that matches a registered multicast group 
address (i.e. used by a program on the computer)

All filtering is performed within the NIC:

Computer does not know about discarded frames

A computer can override filtering, by placing the NIC into 
promiscuous mode - where all frames are received



Ethernet Frames:
A shared physical medium

Link Layer

Module 2.2



There is only one medium (the cable)

All NICs should be able to use this cable

Clearly only one should send at a time!

So, how does a NIC know if it may send?

Sharing the media

Printer PC PC PC



Medium Access using ALOHA
A

B
Idle

B does not 
notice that

A is already 
sending

A, B will  both need to 
send again at a later time

A
B

Idle

B does not 
notice that

A is already 
sending

A, B will  both need to 
send again at a later time

B responds with an “Acknowledgment”
Either … A knows that B has received the data
… or ... it will resend the data again to B

Medium is idle

between the 
frames
Increasing time

A sends when needed
… Medium becomes busy



Medium Access using ALOHA
A

B
Idle

B does not 
notice that

A is already 
sending

A, B will  both need to 
send again at a later time

A
B

Idle

B does not 
notice that

A is already 
sending

A, B will  both need to 
send again at a later time

Increasing time

Senders do not need to coordinate:
A sends when needed
B sends when needed

Half Duplex Communication

Sender uses a timer
for a maximum time to 

wait to receive an 
acknowledgement,
this depends on the 

maximum end-to-end 
propagation delay.



ALOHA Collision
A

B
Idle

B does not 
notice that

A is already 
sending

A, B will  both need to 
send again at a later time

A
B

Idle

B does not 
notice that

A is already 
sending

A, B will  both need to 
send again at a later time

A
B

Idle

B does not 
notice that

A is already 
sending

A, B will  both need to 
send again at a later time

Senders do not know when
another is already sending!

A & B will both need to send again later

A & B both have data to send
A & B send at same time
… Medium becomes busy
… Signals collide, data corrupted
… No acknowledgement will be sent

As the load increases, the chances of collision also increases

No acknowledgment
is sent, because data

was not received,
detected by a 

timeout at the sender



Slotted ALOHA
If there is a common clock source we can divide time into slots.
All senders need to know the start of each timeslot
Senders only transmit a frame at the start of a timeslot

Timeslot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sender 1

Sender 2

Sender 3

Outcome 1 Empty 2 3 …

Increasing time



Slotted ALOHA
If there is a common clock source we can divide time into slots.
All senders need to know the start of each timeslot
Senders only transmit a frame at the start of a timeslot
Timeslots with only one frame result in successful transmission

Timeslot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sender 1

Sender 2

Sender 3

Outcome 1 Empty 2 Coll 3 2 1

Timeslot 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Sender 1

Sender 2

Sender 3

Outcome 1 Empty 2 Collision

A
B

Idle

B does not 
notice that

A is already 
sending

A, B will  both need to 
send again at a later time



Efficiency of ALOHA

Suppose n senders have data to send with probability p
The probability of success for ALOHA, 
S= 

Maximum capacity
S= 0.18

For slotted ALOHA, 
S=

 
For optimal p,
S= 1/e = 0.37

Slotted ALOHA is much better than ALHOA, but still achieves <37%

normalised
capacity (S)



Listen-Before-Talk

Also called Carrier Sense Multiple Access  (CSMA)
Does not work well when one sender is a long distance from another 

A
B

Idle

B hears A 
and waits

B sends

Listens for activity on the cable before sending
Requires Carrier Sense (CS) circuit



ALOHA Summary

ALOHA is really very simple

Requires setting a timer to detect loss of an acknowledgment

Slotted ALOHA

Slotted ALOHA more efficient than unspotted version

Carrier Sense or Listen Before Talk

Carrier Sensing improves efficiency

Not the design chosen for Ethernet, but still used in other networks



Ethernet Frames:
Medium Access Control

Medium Access Control (MAC) needs to solve three challenges:
- how to be decentralised with no "master" controller
- how to scale to large numbers of active nodes
- how to deal with propagation delay

Link Layer
Module 2.3



Collisions and Collision Detection

A B

A starts transmissiont=0

A B

B starts transmissiont=∂t

A B

B detects collisiont=tp

A B

A detects collisiont=2tp

Requires Collision Detect (CD) to detect a collision

Nodes try to avoid collisions  by using a Carrier Sense (CS) 
to detect when the medium is idle before they start sending



Slot Time

 The time to detect a collision depends on the propagation delay
... and other delays

In a CSMA/CD system this is set by the slot time

The slot time for IEEE 802.3 of 51.2 µs at 10 Mbps 

This limits the maximum cable distance to 3km at 10 Mbps

The need to detect a collision sets the minimum frame size
The minimum Ethernet frame size is 64B (60 bytes+CRC32) 

A B

A detects collisiont=2tp

All senders need to know when any collision occurs



Parameters impacting the Slot Time

Total Slot Time of system < 51.2 µs

Component Properties Delay 
(microsec)

AUI Cable 6x 50m , 0.65c 3.08
Transceiver 3 transceivers (6x 1.2 micosec) 7.2

3xCoax Medium e.g. 1500m, 0.77c 13

2xOther Media e.g.1000m, 0.65c 10.26

Repeater delay Propagation delay 2

Signal Rise Time 8.4

Elec Circuit Propagation delay 1.05

Total 44.99

This is for informational only (not required in the exam)



Retransmission after Collision
The minimum frame size assures us that all nodes that
are sending will detect the collision.

After detecting a collision, sends a JAM and then stops sending.

The data has not been sent, and therefore needs retransmitted.

They need to send at different times to not suffer another collision.

A decentralised method has no way to know which node or
nodes experienced the collision.

The method therefore chooses to random backoff time
to delay their own  retransmission.

If they choose different random backoff times, they suceed.



Backoff and Retransmission

Retransmit
[0,1]

A picks 0 
from the 

set of [0,1]

A
B

Retransmit
[0,1]

In this example, after the first collision k=1
A & B choose from a set of 2k values: In this case: [0, or 1] 
50% probability that A & B choose different retransmissions
A happens to choose [0], and so waits t x 0. Therefore it sends first

A
B

Idle

B does not 
notice that

A is already 
sending

A, B will  both need to 
send again at a later time



Detail of Random Exponential Backoff

If multiple NICs retransmit at the same time, a collision will occur again

Senders jam the medium and then back-off!
Each sender waits for a randomly chosen period of time

k counts the set of values, increasing each retransmission, initially k=1
Senders choose a random number from a set of values [0... (2k-1)]

Wait for the chosen value multiplied by Ethernet Slot Time (51.2µS)

Each attempt increases k, so the set increases ([0,1], [0,1,2,3],[0..7]…)
This exponentially increases the random backoff set

A B

A detects collisiont=2tp



A
B

Exponential Back-Off

Retransmit
[0,1,2,3]

Retransmit
[0,1,2,3]

IdleRetransmit
[0,1]

Retransmit
[0,1]

Idle

In this example there  is a collision; both A,B happen to choose the 
same backoff time [1] and so a second collision must occur...

A successfully retransmits (it chose 0)
B defers one slot time (it chose 1)



Random Backoff
[0,1] First Retx

Random
number at A

Random
number at B Result

0 0 Collision

0 1 A sends first

1 0 B sends
first

1 1 Collision after 
1 slot time

[0,1,2,3] Second Retx

A B Result
0 0 Collision
0 1 A sends
0 2 A sends
0 3 A sends
1 0 B sends

1 1 Collision
1 2 A sends
1 3 A sends
2 0 B sends
2 1 B sends
2 2 Collision
2 3 A sends
3 0 B sends
3 1 B sends
3 2 B sends
3 3 Collision

1st attempt 50% chance of collision - fair to each sender
2nd attempt 25% chance of collision - fair to each sender
The collision probability halves each retransmission round <10



Transmit
4B Jam

Select Random Integer
R: = (0 and 2K)

Increment Retry Count

Test
Count

Defer between 
(0 and 2K)x 51.2 µS
where K=N, K≤10

N < 15
N=15

N++

N≤10
?

K:= N K:= 10

Defer R x 51.2 µS

N > 10
N ≤ 10

Collision

Done

idle

no

yes

wait 9.6 µS

Inter frame gap
allows receivers
time to settle

Transmit
Frame

CSMA/CD
Send Frame

Defer
Carrier
Sense

busy

N:= 0

Aborted

R = {0 …2^(k)-1}



A
B Capture by A

Retransmit
[0,1]

Retransmit
   [0,1,2,3,
   4,5,6,7]

Retransmit
[0,1]

Retransmit
[0,1,2,3]

Idle
(A,B wait)

Retransmit
[0,1]

Retransmit
[0,1]

The algorithm becomes unfair when one NIC sends more than others
This might be common for a router/WIFI Access Point
A brief idle period after sending many frames, restores the fairness



Multiple Access - Summary
Each of these techniques is in use in some form of network

ALOHA
Problem: Many collisions when many nodes
Efficiency: 100% (1 node) 18% (many)

S-ALOHA
Requires Timeslot Synchronisation
Problem: Still collisions when many nodes
Efficiency: 100% (1 node) 37% (many)

Listen-Before-Talk (CSMA)
Requires Carrier Sense (CS) circuit
Problem: Fewer collisions, but still possible

Collision Detection (CSMA/CD)
Requires Carrier Sense (CS) and Collision Detect (CD) circuits
Problem: Capture possible - benefits from limiting burst size
Efficiency: 100% (1 node) higher (many)



Recap: Strengths v  Weakness of CSMA/CD

Strengths
No controlling system needed to coordinate use Ethernet
Easy to add new systems (NICs) - just plug and play!
Performance “reasonably fair”

Weakness
Performance degrades with increasing load
One “busy” system can “capture” capacity

- more of a problem for “upstream”
(e.g., a WiFi base station, router)
Could fix by limiting bursts of transmission

On balance, this was a good design! 



Ethernet Frames:
Medium Access Control

CSMA/CD 

Module 2 - Additional Material



Wireless Ethernet

Wire-less physical layer
No cable

Gorry Fairhurst (c) 2003

Module 2.4



Radio Link 

    2.4-2.485 GHz Industrial Science & Medicine (ISM) Band 
14 channels available worldwide 
(fewer channels available in some countries)

    Only 3 non-overlapping 20 MHz channels 

Uses spread spectrum channels 
First used by military ~ 50 years ago 
Very high immunity to noise 

RF Power 
802.11b 100mW 
Mobile Phone 600 mW 
CB Radio     5W 
Microwave Radio 2W 

5.15-5.825 GHz Band also used for 802.11n (3 channels) 

100m



802.11 Success

WiFi deployment
~500,000 Hotspots in 144 countries! 
1,000,000,000 chipsets since 2000
2.5 GHz, 5 GHz, 60 GHz

Speeds 
Initial 11 Mbps 
Grew to 300 Mbps in a decade
Since 2011, looking at 1 Gbps at short distances ~ 10m
(rate reduces with distance at 100m or so, still only 11 Mbps) 



Frequency Channel Re-use
The ISM* frequency band allows several WiFi channels

 All systems using a basestation use the same channel
This forms a logical network

X B
Y A

X B
Y A

P
Can be interference
from adjacent 
networks!

!!!

ISM - A frequency allocation for Industry, Science and Medical applications



Base Stations and Beacon Frame

How do you know which network you are using?
 The WiFi access point (AP) broadcasts periodic beacon frames 

can also identify the network (SSID*)

A AP
WiFi AP

 The WiFi AP forms the logical centre of the WiFi network

SSID - Service Set Identifier, an Ethernet beacon frame
Beacon frames include the AP source MAC address
Beacon frames are sent to the broadcast MAC destination address



Wireless (802.11) 

Each wireless node has a range
A is an end system; AP is a an access point

A needs to be able to receive signal from AP 
(and AP from A)

A AP

 When A sends to AP it can first sense the medium
(i.e. check if any system is sending)



Wireless (802.11) 

A  and AP can no longer communicate (signal strength)
A AP

A  and AP can no longer communicate (interference)

A AP



Collision Avoidance
WiFi uses CSMA with Collision Avoidance

Three important changes:

1. A sender attempts to avoid causing a collision - it first listens to 
check the channel is idle (DCF Interframe Space). It then waits a 
randomly chosen time and if still idle, starts transmission.

2. A sender cannot monitor the entire wireless medium
Receivers acknowledge (after a short delay) if a frame received.
If no ACK is received within a timeout, the sender backs-off (as in 
CSMA/CD). Backoff increases with a limit of 5-7 attempts.

3. An optional procedure known as CTS/RTS detects hidden nodes.



Hidden Node Problem 

Some nodes may not be able to “see” other transmissions
 e.g.C does not know if A is sending
       C may try to send to the AP (causing a collision)

Note 1: Wireless propagation can be very variable!
Note 2: By definition an AP sees signal from all nodes using AP

A AP C



Virtual Carrier Detect

C first sends a Clear To Send frame to ask if it can transmit
- received by all nodes in range (i.e. Pink)

AP responds with an Ready To Send frame
- received by all nodes in range (i.e. Pink & Yellow) 
both now know the “channel is in use”

When Ready To Send is not received
sender must defer (“back-off”) before repeating Clear To Send

A AP C



Hidden Node Problem and CTS/RTS

CTS

RTSRTS

media
busy

Note: If C needs to talk to A, it would rely on AP to relay (or repeat) 
the signal so that A can receive it.

time

A AP C

Data from C transmission
starts



Roaming

Several access points  (APs) may form a LAN 
APs connected together via a cabled LAN 

Roaming between access points 
All APs sends a “beacon” signal to all nodes (SSID)
Multiple APs can advertise the same SSID 
Nodes can select the AP with the best “beacon” signal  
Wireless nodes keep the same MAC address 

- users do not need to know the AP has changed!!

Access Point Access Point



Ethernet Frames: 
Sending Frames

(Ethernet Transmit) 

The Physical Layer
Module 3.1



Synchronous Serial Communications

serial bit stream

Byte

Byte

Tx Clock

Rx Clock

Uses two shift registers (both clocks must be the same rate)
- Note that bytes are sent l.s.b. first!

Recall the Ethernet broadcast/unicast address bit?

Ethernet Medium 

Ethernet Nominal Clock Rate  



Non Return to Zero

0 encoded: 1 encoded:

2 signal levels are used

The level of a baud indicates the value of each bit
- a low level indicates 0
- a high level indicates 1

The bandwidth of NRZ is approx 1 Hz / bit

NOT USED IN
 ETHERNET!



Non Return to Zero

Data

NRZ  

The receiver needs some way of determining the clock transitions …
i.e. you can not just look at a NRZ encoded waveform to determine the
sequence of 1 and 0 bits that it represents - you need to look at clock & data!

NOT USED IN
 ETHERNET!



 Traditional Synchronous Transmission

Driver
Data

Clock

Data

Clock

Data

Clock

Clock signal transitions indicate centre of each bit
Sender uses clock to time sending each bit
Receiver uses the clock to detect the centre of each bit

Requires two sets of wires (clock & data + ground)

Driver

Data

Clock



Manchester Encoding

1  0
0  1

0 encoded: 1 encoded:

2 signal levels used
There is a transition in the centre of each bit
- a down-wards transition from a 1 baud to a 0 baud indicates a 0 bit
- an up-wards transition indicates a 1 bit

The 2 bauds use double the cable bandwidth compared to NRZ!*

* 10B2/10B5 use high bandwidth RF cable, so this is not an issue.



Encoded Data

Encoder
Data
0101

Clock

Decoder Data
0101

ClockDPLL

Medium 
carries

encoded
signal

The sender encodes the clock and data as a waveform
The cable transmits this combined clock & data signal as pairs of bauds
This needs only one “wire”

What no clock wire?

At the receiver, a Digital Phase Locked Loop (DPLL) regenerates clock



Manchester Encoding

Looking at the waveform it is clear there is:
No DC component (even for long runs of 0‘s or 1’s)
A timing component at the fundamental clock frequency (10 MHz)



Manchester Encoded Signal

Data

NRZ  

Ethernet Medium: 

Ethernet NIC: 



Eye Diagram for Manchester Encoded Signal

<—1 bit —>

+1

0

Oscilloscope plot using an eye diagram
The eye diagram plots voltage v. time 
With a timebase trigger for multiple scans through the waveform

Transitions in level only occur at the edge of bits
Transitions never occur in the centre of the display!

Two distinct levels are clear
Noise is evident causing blurring in the vertical axis
The slew rate is limited, i.e. the rise time for transitions



Summary

Manchester Encoding

Encodes each data bit as a pair of bauds

No net DC signal 

Uses double the baud rate

Embedded clock

A DPLL is used at the receiver to decode the clock

This aligns the local clock with the received bauds

Data is decoded

2 bauds are read to decode each data bit



Ethernet Frames: 
Receiving data

(Ethernet Receive) 

The Physical Layer
Module 3.2



Ethernet Waveform

0 1 10 1 1 1

0 V
-0.225 V

-1.825 V

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

0

Time ( uS)

The signal isn’t referenced to zero volts
Rise time ~ 25nS
The waveform as seen on an oscilloscope may be inverted!

Transitions
at centre of bits

Can you decode this?



Sampling the Received  Waveform

0 1 10 1 1 1

0 V
-0.225 V

-1.825 V

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

0

Time ( uS)

AlignedLeading Lagging

If we sample pairs of bauds, the waveform at receiver might  result in one 
of three  cases:



Ethernet Clock Recovery

0 1 10 1 1 1

0 V
-0.225 V

-1.825 V

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

0

Time ( uS)

Clock

Encoded
Data

DPLL

DPLL contains a clock (oscillator)
Uses phase transitions to lock the local receive oscillator frequency

If a transition is lagging, decrease the clock period (increase frequency)
If leading, increase the clock period (decrease the frequency)

After many transitions, the recovered clock matches the encoded data



Ethernet Clock  Recovery by DPLL

0 1 10 1 1 1

0 V
-0.225 V

-1.825 V

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

0

Time ( uS)

AlignedLeading Lagging

Carrier 
Detected

Value in “window” looking at each bit period:



Digital Phase-Locked Loop (DPLL) 

Clock

Encoded
Data

Bit Sample

Rx Data
Centre of bit

Correction Logic
x8 Clock

÷ 8 Divider

Regenerated Clock

Two sampled bauds

You do not 
need to 

reproduce
 this!



Preamble Sequence

destination 
address

source
address packet of data to be sent CRCtypepreamble

46 -1500 bytes14 bytes8 bytes 4 bytes

Each frame starts with a fixed-format preamble

This has two functions:
(1) The format is chosen to help assist the DPLL achieve lock

 This means the preamble uses an alternating ‘0’ and ‘1’ bit pattern

(2) The preamble is used to detect the start of frame delimiter (SFD)
The final 2 bits of the last byte (SFD) are set to ’11’
This reveals the encoding rule for a ‘1’

1   0    1    0    1    0    1    ....



Ethernet Inter-Frame Gap / Spacing

A silent time between frames (no carrier on medium)

Allows transceiver electronics to recover after end of previous frame

20 byte periods (measured from end to next SFD)

10 Mbps: > 9.6 microsecs between frames (at receiver)

(some descriptions say 10.4 microsecs at sender)

Carrier 
Detected



Ethernet Frame

Carrier 
Detected

DPLL
Lock

Start of 
Frame

Delimiter

Carrier
End

More bits/bauds
in preamble

Manchester
decode 8 bits
to form bytes

More bits
in frame



Resolving ambiguity in the Received Polarity

A waveform can be inverted ...

Ethernet has a trick that allows a received to discovery the polarity of the 
received signal bauds...

Recall that the SFD ends with the sequence '11'

When the decoder sees the end of the preamble it can unambiguously 
discover the pair of Manchester-encoded bauds used for a '1' bit.

Is this a '0' or a '1'
Is the waveform inverted?



Loss of the Start of the Preamble!!

NOTE:
(1) Each sender will have a slightly different clock signal

A receiver therefore has to retrain the DPLL to each new sender
(2) Bauds received before the DPLL has lock may not be decoded

Not all bauds of the preamble are “therefore received” by the decoder

0 1 10 1 1 1

0 V
-0.225 V

-1.825 V

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

0

Time ( uS)

“LOST”

DPLL
Lock



Summary: Four Steps to Reception

4 steps required to decode each frame

1) The start of a frame needs to be detected using the CS circuit

2) A clock signal is recovered at the receiver (using a DPLL)

3) The polarity and start of the data is determined from the SFD

4) The end each frame is detected using the CS circuit



Summary

There is an Inter Frame Gap (IFG) between each frame

All Ethernet frames have a preamble

62 bits have the pattern 10

The first baud triggers the carrier detect circuit to start listening

Remainder of the preamble helps gain DPLL lock (takes time)

Not all preamble bits are “received” by the decoder

End of preamble marked by the SFD

Polarity detected by the 2 SFD bits, with value 11

The final bit of the frame is detected by absence of a carrier

A CRC-32 is used to verify this process



Ethernet Frames: 
Frame Reception

Receive  Frame

addr
match

Forward

Increment
Error Count

no

yes

Start
of frame

Discard

Carrier Detect

Error

OK

CRC &
size

no

yes

Wait for DPLL lock

Address matches
Local address
Broadcast address
Multicast address

Length ≥ 64 B
Length ≤ 1518 B
Integral No Bytes
CRC = OK

data =11?

Module 3.3



LAN (MAC) address

Sender Intended Recipient

Sender Intended Recipient

Sender Intended Recipient

Sender Intended Recipient



Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)

CRC-32 is a form of digital signature (32-bit hash of frame)

Calculated at the sender & sent at end of each frame 

Re-calculated at the receiver

Sent value is compared with received value at receiver

This verifies the integrity of the data in the frame

The CRC-32 has a high probability of detecting:

Any frames corrupted in transmission

Frames where the DPLL failed to track the clock

destination 
address

source
address packet of data to be sent CRCtypepreamble

46 -1500 bytes14 bytes8 bytes 4 bytes



Division

! ! ! ! !quotient
divisor !)  dividend

! ! ! !___________
! ! ! !
! ! ! ! !remainder

content of
frame

generator
polynomial

fixed size (<divisor)
used for checksum

not used

You do not 
need to 

reproduce
 this!



Why Modulo 2 Division?

• CRC calculations ignore the carry

Because the hardware solution is simple!!!!!

Truth Table for  Modulo-2 Division (XOR)

0 ⊕ 0 = 0
0 ⊕ 1 = 1
1 ⊕ 0 = 1
1 ⊕ 1 = 0

You do not 
need to 

reproduce
 this!



Modulo 2 Division

               1
   1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1  0 0 0 0
⊕  1 1 0 0 1
   0|1 1 0 1 

 

11001  )

Divisor
(Generator Polynomial)

First digit
must be '1'

0's are appened
to the dividend
(flush bits)

This digit must always be 0

Modulo 2 division 
replaces addition
in BCC calculation

Example simplified to generate a short (4 bit) CRC

You do not 
need to 

reproduce
 this!



Modulo Division 

               1 0
   1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1  0 0 0 0
⊕  1 1 0 0 1
   0|0 1 0 1 1
     ⊕  0 0 0 0 0
      0|1 0 1 1
  

 

11001  )
¨

1 Bring next digit of dividend down
2 Copy msb of value to quotient
3 Insert 0 (if quotient 0) or divisor (if quotient 1)
4 Calculate XOR sum
5 Discard msb of value (always 0)

Revise your
notes from

Level 3 
course!!!

You do not 
need to 

reproduce
 this!



CRC  Value
               1 0 1 1  0 1 0 0
   1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1  0 0 0 0
⊕  1 1 0 0 1
   0|0 1 0 1 1
     ⊕  0 0 0 0 0
      0|1 0 1 1 0
      ⊕  1 1 0 0 1
         0|1 1 1 1 1
         ⊕  1 1 0 0 1
           0|0 1 1 0   0
            ⊕  0 0 0 0   0
              0|1 1 0   0 0
              ⊕  1 1 0   0 1
                 0|0 0   0 1 0

            ⊕  0 0   0 0 0
                    0|0   0 1 0 0
                                  ⊕  0   0 0 0 0
                       0|  0 1 0 0

11001  )

CRC value = Remainder

You do not 
need to 

reproduce
 this!



CRC Value after an Error
               1 0 1 1  0 1 1 1
   1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1  0 0 0 0
⊕  1 1 0 0 1
   0|0 1 0 1 1
     ⊕  0 0 0 0 0
      0|1 0 1 1 1
      ⊕  1 1 0 0 1
         0|1 1 1 0 1
         ⊕  1 1 0 0 1
           0|0 1 0 0   0
            ⊕   0 0 0 0   0
              0|1 0 0   0 0
              ⊕  1 1 0   0 1
                 0|1 0   0 1 0

            ⊕  1 1   0 0 1
                    0|1   0 1 1 0
                                  ⊕  1   1 0 0 1
                       0|  1 1 1 1

11001  )

CRC value = Remainder

Received CRC
replace by 0's

Bit error in frame

0 1 0 0

Received CRC
≠

Calculated CRC
⇒ ERROR !!!!!

You do not 
need to 

reproduce
 this!
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































